THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

PREVENTER OR PARTNER IN CRIME

LEONARD LYNCH
URBAN LANDSCAPE
- parks
- playgrounds
- regional open space
- public domain

need and opportunity

collaborative process

variety of places

DIFFERING PERSPECTIVES
clear purpose and principles

one design factor

anecdotal evidence
populaiton growth + density

cultural diversity and ageing

planning + legislative framework
brief
site and context
community participation
technical constraints
cost and return
implementation method
program
management - maintenance
growth and adaptation

UNCERTAIN PROCESS
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COUNTRIES

LANDSCAPES

LOCALITIES

CORRIDORS

regions

settlements

parklands

routes

PLACEMAKING PLUS?
ACTIVE STREETS
PARK NETWORKS
SOCIAL PROGRAMS
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ALLIANCES
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WHOLE OF CITY TASK
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COMMUNITY RENEWAL
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LIVING HERITAGE
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ENGAGING STREETS
REDEFINING SPACE + USE
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EXTENDING THE ACTION
open space design guidelines
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SAFE IN THE NEW URBAN BACK YARD